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By: Jerry "Ricochet" Fritze
At the end of March we took our first real vacation in years and spent 4 days down in the Florida Keys. It was everything
we had wanted and expected and was more than memorable for several reasons. That Saturday we took a sunset sail on a
45’ catamaran under mainsail and engines as the breeze that evening was rather light. But on Monday morning the most
aggravating thing I had witnessed in many years occurred. A very large and rather expensive cabin cruiser, in the 45’
range, approached the beach near our bungalow. About 50 yds out he cut his engines and with his wife sunning herself on
the bow he commenced to fish. The tide was on the ebb and the breeze, at about 15-20 kts was onshore. Sitting as he was
in less that 6’ of water it wasn’t long before he was aground. It was some minutes before he realized his boat was no longer
moving. Captain Oblivious suddenly started engines and tried to run off the coral beds. No luck, he was stuck fast. A few
minutes later a fisherman in a 10’ motorized skiff ran along side him and told him he would need a tow to get off because
even if he waited until the flood tide he would only gain another foot or so of water and it wouldn’t be enough to float him
off. Not long after, 30 minutes or so, the tow arrived and pulled him into the channel. The entire time Mrs. Oblivious
remained on the bow trying to improve her tan. So the event only goes to stress the point that just because you own a boat
it does not make you a sailor. If understanding the basic concepts of wind and tide are beyond your grasp then either hire a
competent skipper or go back to school for Sailing 101 and this time pay attention. His real trouble, however, will be with
the Florida DNR. The fine for damaging the coral beds is $1,000.00 per foot. One of the guys on the beach watching this
little display of nautical ineptitude said he hoped the only thing damaged was this bozo’s ego. My thought was “I hope you
tore your damn keel out”. We came home that day, and in the late evening when we got to Madison, you guessed it, snow
and wind.
It’s true that art imitates life, but sometimes I’m both amazed and impressed. In the movie “Transformers: Rise of the
Fallen” there is the mention and use of a little gem called the Rail Gun. Just a bit of movie fiction, as I thought at the time.
When a co-worker asked me to research the tech used on the USS Zumwalt well, what do you know, the thing actually
exists. Page 5 of this Newsletter has a brief overview of this amazing piece of techno-firepower.
Way back in the summer of 1986 I was working as a night-shift manager at a warehouse out in Walnut, California. I got
to know the drivers fairly well as we would sit and talk in to the night while the trucks were loaded. It takes a while to handstack a 54’ trailer. Many of these men were veterans and we would generally wind up in side-splitting laughter after
sharing some of our better stories. Occasionally though, the mood would grow somber, and the voices more quiet as we
recounted other memories. Memorial Day is Monday, May 26. The work on Page 6 was done at that time with a specific
person and a specific conflict in mind, but these days the last 4 lines are really for all of those who have faced the horrors
of combat whether on the ground or in the skies. As long as the need to send the men and women of our nation in to
harm’s way exists there will always be the need to remember their sacrifices, and ours.
Ricochet
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Mission Statement
Perpetuate the history of Naval Aviation Squadrons
VT-17, VA-6B, VA-65, VA-25 and VFA-25,
Remember deceased veterans and comfort their survivors,
Conduct charitable and educational programs,
Foster and participate in activities of patriotic nature,
Assist current active squadron members, and
Provide assistance to family members in times of
emergency.

I am pleased to inform the membership that we have had an active period of Educational Grant requests from squadron
members and we are hopeful that this will continue. Since the program’s inception in 2005 under the leadership of Bob
Kison and the assistance of Dennis Laack and Zip Rousa, numerous of our enlisted shipmates have been able to pursue
their educational goals. FOFA stands ready to assist them with a portion of their expenses as they progress toward their
eventual degrees. The squadron leadership continues to be very supportive of the program for which we are very grateful.
Later this year will see the presentation of our second annual LTJG Harry D. Jones Memorial Award for Excellence to a
worthy VFA-25 Junior Officer. Along with an individual plaque the award includes a check from the Association for $500 to
the JO selected by the squadron leadership. When considering donations to the Association, please remember both of
these excellent programs that support our active duty shipmates at VFA-25.
As mentioned in earlier Fist Newsletters, an effort is underway at NAS Lemoore to erect a bronze statue to commemorate
the aviators lost in service to our country while attached to NASL. The NAS Lemoore Aviator Memorial Association was
formed under the leadership of LCDR Erik Kenny and LCDR Ben Charles. They have received donations from a broad
range of active and former military members as well as very strong support from numerous Central Valley citizens and
businesses in the area. I am proud to announce that your Association Board of Directors authorized a donation of $1,000
on behalf of the membership, which has been forwarded to NASLAMA. A large brick will be placed in the walkway near the
base of the statue commemorating the long service of VA-25 and VFA-25 at NAS Lemoore and the many Fist shipmates
lost while on active duty at NASL. I know some members are also creating individual and small group bricks for various Fist
era members at the $250 or $500 level. As I noted in an earlier blast email, these will be placed together near our larger
Fist brick in the walkway. You can obtain additional information at the NASLAMA site
https://www.facebook.com/NASLEMOOREAMA or email or call myself. Many of us were fortunate to not lose a Lemoore
shipmate during our period of service. I suggested using individual call signs up to 5 or 6 on a brick to show our support in
those cases. Use your own imagination.
The setting for our Fist 15 Reunion is still undecided so if you have input please contact your BOD members with
suggestions. We would like to have a final decision by this summer in order to allow members to make long-range plans.
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Skipper’s corner
Team FIST has had an exceptionally busy beginning to 2014. We started off the last
week of January and the first two weeks of February with another support detachment to
VFA-101 at Eglin AFB, FL. We opted to take six jets and all of our pilots to capitalize on the
historically good weather in Florida while mitigating the historically foggy weather in
Lemoore. Murphy’s law being what it is, we lost six out of thirteen fly days to snow, ice, and
fog. Snow and ice in Florida? Really? Meanwhile, NAS Lemoore witnessed no fog over
the three weeks we were detached. Regardless, we still received invaluable joint training
with our air force brethren. We returned in February and executed a change of command
on the 20th when I relieved CDR Ryan ‘TSU’ Smith. I know I have big shoes to fill, but I
welcome the challenge.
Additionally, the squadron has just returned from a training detachment to Tyndall Air
Force Base, FL. While there, the squadron had the opportunity to shoot five air to air
missiles as well practice air to air gunnery. There were three other squadrons, including the
90th Fighter Squadron (F-22 Raptor) out of Anchorage, Alaska. The cross platform training
opportunities were fantastic and our pilots and maintainers took advantage of the unique
training atmosphere.
As 2014 continues, so too will the training detachments. In the coming months we have planned detachments that will
include NAS Key West, carrier qualification, as well as a multi-squadron detachment to NAS Fallon. I am exceptionally proud
and humbled to be a part of such professional organization. Many thanks to the Fist of the Fleet Association and all that you do
to promote the legacy of the finest squadron in the Fleet!
Very Respectfully,
Fist One

From the Cockpit

By: LT Colin “MEME” Newton

LT Kirk Jackson ACES 04 Fox Two!

Strike Fighter Squadron 25 continued with its aggressive turnaround training plan from January through March 2014.
Despite being in a so-called “maintenance phase” where aircraft typically undergo deep, preventative maintenance, VFA-25
has enjoyed unprecedented aircraft readiness rates. From California to Florida, this squadron has accepted no idle time in
search of every possible air-to-air training opportunity.
The year began with another visit to Eglin AFB supporting the Grim Reapers of VFA-101. In addition to keeping the Navy’s
low flight hour F-35 pilots current in the Super Hornet, the squadron exploited the chance to work with the 23rd Special Tactics
Squadron out of neighboring Hurlburt AFB. This three week detachment was the capstone in our air-to-surface phase ending
late last year. This training included the joint planning and execution of airstrikes from not only our F/A-18E Super Hornets, but
also A-10 Thunderbolt II and F-16 Fighting Falcons. Furthermore, this was the most realistic combined operations training that
most of the squadron’s junior pilots have seen since joining the fleet.
Once back at Lemoore, the squadron’s operating tempo accelerated in both sorties and flight hours executed. Shifting
gears from the air-to-surface regime to basic fighter maneuvers (aka, 1v1 air combat), it was time to sharpen our swords in the
visual arena. The squadron’s training officer developed and promulgated a plan to fly each candidate pilot twice daily, five days
a week, for three weeks. At the completion of this air combat phase, the Fists of the Fleet were fully qualified and ready to
engage the F-22 Raptor in Tyndall AFB. Hosted by the 83rd Fighter Weapons Squadron, FIST pilots and maintenance
professionals displayed expert knowledge in the loading and employment of the 20 millimeter gun and five air-to-air missiles.
As part of a larger Weapons System Evaluation Program (WSEP) detachment, the squadron was evaluated in all aspects of
weapons employment from maintenance to delivery. In addition to the missile shoot, every pilot fired the 20mm cannon at a
banner being towed by a Learjet. For many involved, this was the first time in their flying career that they employed the gun in
an air-to-air environment.
When not shooting the gun or employing air-to-air missiles, each pilot was engaged in dissimilar air combat training with the
F-22 Raptor. The flight events ranged from 1v1 to 16v16 and even included bandit support flying the F-35 Lightning II, A-10
Thunderbolt II, MK-58 Hawker Hunter, and F-21 Kfir. This training was exceptional and afforded ample opportunity for both
senior and junior aircrew alike to increase proficiency and tactical qualification.
The squadron returned to Lemoore, California and has begun preparations for a Key West Detachment later in April and a
carrier qualification detachment in May. Strike Fighter Squadron 25 remains poised to support our Navy and nation wherever
needed around the globe.

Lifetime member and former Commanding Officer Herman
Presson passed away on August 16, 2013 at age 87. His wife
Margaret had previously passed away in 2007. Born Dec 16
‘25 his Naval career spanned 25 years from 1943 to 1968 and
he became CO of VA-25 on June 25 ‘63 not long after the
squadron had moved to it’s new home at Lemoore Naval Air
Station. A donation of $50 was placed in our Educational
Grant Fund honoring his service to country and his leadership
of VA-25.

Fist of the fleet association education grant program
The Grant Program was pleased to award two checks in the last quarter; the first to
AM2 Rodriguez in the amount of $252.15. The second check in the amount of $160.00
was presented to AT1 Toby Smith however pictures were not available for this issue prior
to its scheduled publication date.

LCDR Eric “Dook” Kenny
erik.kenny@navy.mil

LCDR Ben “Julie’ Charles
benjamin.charles@navy.mil

ekenny78@gmail.com

bennyc9@yahoo.com

Visit our website at:www.facebook.com/NASLEMOOREAMA

Fist of the Fleet Memorial Brick honoring all Fisties.

Have you paid your 2014 Dues?
Annual Dues:
$25/YR
Life Time Dues
$200
Mail dues to Financial Officer:
Chuck Webster 39224 132nd St.

LT Sean Blackman ACES 02 Fox Three!

Only Voting Members receive a copy of the Directory
Become a Voting Member!
Visit the Base Exchange at
www.fistofthefleet.org

Bath SD 57427

Did you know: Navy, military and other information
What Is It?
The EM Railgun launcher is a long-range weapon that fires projectiles using electricity
instead of chemical propellants. Magnetic fields created by high electrical currents
accelerate a sliding metal conductor, or armature, between two rails to launch projectiles at
4,500 mph to 5,600 mph
How Does It Work?
Electricity generated by the ship is stored over several seconds in the pulsed power
system. Next, an electric pulse is sent to the Railgun, creating an electromagnetic force
accelerating the projectile to Mach 7.5. Using its extreme speed on impact, the kinetic
energy warhead eliminates the hazards of high explosives in the ship and unexploded
ordnance on the battlefield.

What Will It Accomplish?
With its increased velocity and extended range, the
EM Railgun will give Sailors a multi-mission capability,
allowing them to conduct precise naval surface fire
support or land strikes; ship defense; and surface
warfare to deter enemy vessels.
The Electromagnetic Railgun Innovative Naval
Prototype (INP) was initiated in 2005. The Phase I
goal of 32 megajoule muzzle energy proof-of-concept
demonstration has been achieved. A future weapon
system at this energy level would be capable of
launching a 100-nautical mile projectile.
This launch energy has the advantage of being able
to stress many components to evaluate full-scale
mechanical and electromagnetic forces. Phase I was
focused on the development of launcher technology
with adequate service life, development of reliable
pulsed power technology and component risk
reduction for the projectile. Phase II, which started in
2012, will advance the technology for transition to an
acquisition program. Phase II technology efforts will
concentrate on demonstrating a 10-rounds-per-minute
firing rate. Thermal management techniques required
for sustained firing rates will be developed for both
the launcher system and the pulsed power system.
The Railgun is a true warfighter game-changer. Widearea coverage, exceptionally quick response and very
deep magazines will extend the reach and lethality of
ships armed with this technology.

Ode to the Vets
January 8th, 1986

I know a man who served in our forces overseas,
He never caught a scratch; he was the best that he could be.
In the hot and steamy jungles on night Recon patrols
With his brothers by his side, they were soldiers young and bold.
Now this man has memories of things I’ve never seen,
All the horror of the battles with the black-clad enemies.
Now he walks among us, as some men seldom do,
Fighting all the feelings about the things we made him do.
Somewhere in the paddies, and in the unmarked graves,
Still lie the unknown soldiers who fell along the way.
Somewhere in that Asian land where we lost our pride
This man walked with madness while he watched our young men die.
Through nights there lit by star-shells, in the days filled with the rains,
He stood, or walked, or crawled through a war that was insane.
I’ve heard all of the stories of the way we fought and died,
Of the bloodshed and the body counts, and the way our soldiers cried;
And in writing down these words I feel only shame,
But pride will always stir when I speak with him again.
(Myself, I served in peacetime; we never had the chance to fight.
Never once a human target crossed under our sights.)
God grant us wisdom to never war again,
And may God give special blessings to this man who is my friend.
And God bless those that lived, may God rest those who fell,
Please God, grant serenity to those who walked in Hell. .
For Carlos: Our wounds are so deep

Fistory - Lang Vei: Triumph and tragedy
Desperate affairs require desperate measures. (Horatio Nelson)
During the early morning hours of Feb 8th an ABCCC EC-130 out of Udorn, call sign
“Cricket”, vectored the F-100 Super Sabre “Misty 11” to Lang Vei to report on activity that
the camp had been attacked and that radio contact had been lost. Just after daybreak
they neared the camp and dropped low to circle. “Bad news, Cricket. The camp looks like
a nuke went off. There are no signs of life and three destroyed tanks near the perimeter.”
“Tanks? Tanks, are you sure?” It was the confirmation that senior U.S. Commanders had
F-100F Super Sabre of the Operation
been dreading. The NVA had finally moved armor south of the DMZ. In an effort to deny
Commando Sabre “Misty” pilots of the 416th
the enemy the chance to continue to occupy the ruined camp west of Khe Sanh further
TFS based at Phu Cat RVN
strikes were launched. During one of these Hobo One, on his second pass, took heavy
enemy fire which possibly ignited his ordnance load. The aircraft crashed about 100 yds SSW of the
camp, instantly killing Major R. G. Lapham. He remains were not recovered until crash teams were
sent in 2004 and 2006. This last action effectively ended the battle for the camp at Lang Vei.

A-1E Syraiders of the 602nd FTR Sqd,
14th Air Commando Wing, 7th AF
Destroyed PT-76 tanks along the camp perimeter.

Hobo One: Major Robert G. Lapham

For the men of VA-25 there would be no rest after the successful rescue of the survivors of Lang
Vei. On Feb 8th they returned to hammer NVA positions in and around Khe Sanh. With Coral Sea
moving to the night schedule only limited daylight strikes were flown, limited to one per day at Khe
Sanh. However on the 11th the squadron again hit Lang Vei destroying 5 military structures, and took
down another over-run camp 15 miles southwest of Khe Sanh. On Feb 14th tragedy stuck the
squadron. Ltjg Joe Dunn, flying Canasta 404, an unarmed A-1 out of Cubi NAS, strayed over the
ChiCom island of Hainan and was jumped by a lone MiG interceptor and shot down. SAR flights over
the next 8 hours produced no results, and as neither wreckage of the aircraft or the remains of Ltjg
Dunn were ever found he was listed at that time as MIA. His status was eventually changed to KIA on
Nov 20th,1981. On Feb 20th Coral Sea finally completed her last day on the line and VA-25’s last
Joseph P. Dunn is honored mission was a night CAS in South Vietnam but was diverted to a position 20 miles SSE of Khe Sanh to
on Panel 39E, Row 31 of the provide RESCAP which eventually comprised 7 sorties by the SPAD drivers. In the evening Ltjg Hill
Vietnam Veterans Memorial.
made the last combat arrestment in the last Skyraider attack squadron.
And end had come to the classic naval Close Air Support mission. Never gain would naval aviators fly so low or so daringly
in the support of U.S. Forces on the ground. What began as an experiment with the Marines during the island-hopping
campaigns of WWII and was then forgotten in the early stages of the Korean conflict reached its pinnacle of success during
the Vietnam War. It would live on until the end of the war, being flown and made famous by the Air Force “Sandy” RESCAP
missions, but it was the naval aviator who teethed it as an infant, helped to develop it during its growth and proudly
participated as finally in its maturity it became a staple of air operations.
Coral Sea arrived in Sasebo, Japan on Feb 26th to support operations in
the on-going Pueblo crisis. Heading in to the Sea of Japan around March
4th she stayed on station for the next two weeks conducting training and
familiarization sorties which included night work. During this time the men of
VA-25 knew the last days of the “Stick and Rudder” pilots were drawing to a
close. The Jet Age awaited them on their return to home. Finally on March
17th Coral Sea received the long-delayed news that she would be going
home. It was time to Stand Down the air operation cycles, clean up and
plan for the upcoming departures from the ship, and to look forward to
reunions with family and loved ones before moving in to the transition to
jets, in this case the LTV A-7 Corsair II. But still, not all was quite as well on
the inside as appearance made it seem to be. There was still the matter of
The last Spad traps aboard Coral Sea in the Sea of Japan
ZIP and LEG’s conduct to consider during the opening hours of the Lang
Vie missions.

Fistory - Lang Vei: Triumph and tragedy
The first rule in war is to disobey orders. Any bloody fool can follow orders (ADM David Beatty, RN)
As the Tet Offensive played out across Vietnam and brought the war closer to home through the
television sets of America “Zip” Rausa had time to reflect on his mission and the statements he
had been hearing regarding his squadron’s activities. At one point the CAG, during a conversation
after the actions of Feb 7/8 with Jay Stone, VA-25 Air Ops Officer, had remarked “the Spads are
giving me ulcers…it’s too late in the cruise to play hero.” Zip took considerable exception to
statements like this, believing with a strong conviction that the actions he had taken were the only
reasonable ones that had been dictated by the situation. Jay could only say later on to “Zip” that
the Captain and the CAG didn’t want to lose anymore planes or pilots this late in the cruise. But
everyone in the squadron, especially “Zip” had regarded this as a matter of life or death for the
men on the ground. To abandon them was unthinkable, and dishonorable.
All of the pilots were in agreement that they would have taken the same action. The XO was
backing “Zip” as was the skipper who had confided “I tried to do the same thing you did, and don’t
sweat it, I write your fitness report.” And few days later the CAG finally had to admit “Well, I guess
you thought you were doing the right thing. “

CO CAPT William H. Shawcross

C. E. Church, Jr. CO VA-25

The end result then, was that nothing was done. No “official” letters of reprimand or any other
type of negative and/or incriminating statements were ever entered in to the personnel records of
the pilots. And in the same way no records or mentions of any positive aspects were ever officially
noted. With the officers deeply involved in this affair the stance was taken that if there is no record
of events the events never happened. Even though letters and memorandums were sent from the
Air Force and Army personnel involved the Navy decided to take no notice of them. And so there
were no Letters of Recommendation, no awards, no medals, no “honorable mentions”, nothing. In
a conflict so confusing, at times so meaningless, where medals were often handed out more
frequently than candy at Halloween and often to those who were undeserving and no where near
the theater of activity, an act of bravery, and one of determined and consummate skill went
unrecognized.

1968 would rage on. After the Tet Offensive, and after the report of Feb 27 1968 by Walter
Cronkite, who on the CBS Evening News closed with the following observation: “But it is
increasingly clear to this reporter that the only rational way out then will be to negotiate, not as
victors, but as an honorable people who lived up to their pledge to defend democracy, and did the
best they could.” the anti-war movements around the world picked up steam. The United States
descended into a civil chaos that had not been seen since before the start of the Second World
War. It would continue to rage on until the Paris Peace Talks finally bore fruit for Secretary of State
Henry Kissinger when the 1972 Peace Accords were finally signed. But not before an escalation of
the war that would lead to incursions in to Cambodia, secret missions into Laos, and a resumption
of the bombing campaigns against the North. As the war escalated, so too the protests around the
world. Assassinations, murder, death, arson, city-wide riots, shut-downs of educational institutions
CAG CDR J. B. Linder
and the very un-winding of the core beliefs of the peoples of the world would leave their mark on
on the entire generation of not just the civilian populations but the military as well. It was time to take a hard look at the
“Rules of Engagement” that did nothing but hamstring operations in Vietnam. The ROE was like a sickness enforced upon
the active fighting units by politicians and the politically motivated individuals within the higher command structures. If their
intent was to limit combat exposure it back-fired horribly as the leadership in the North exploited the US vulnerabilities by
avoiding, for the most part, large scale operations. It was true the Tet Offensive all but destroyed the Viet Cong, and
decimated the NVA forces engaged but Hanoi could afford the losses while the US would not tolerate them. The media
reports pouring back to the States daily only made matters worse. Not content with just reporting on the war many times
positive stories were squashed, eliminated from the papers and televisions. Unbiased journalism was killed and
sensationalism became the order of the day. And as rumor and fact made its way back to the battlefield the ordinary
soldiers, sailors, airmen and marines started to rebel in their own way against the war efforts, and in support of finding an
end to the conflict. And they all started to wonder, and many began to ask the question “If we are not here to win, then why
the hell are we here?” But no answer was forthcoming, not from the commanders, not from the politicians, not from the
press. Suddenly, it seemed as if no one knew anymore.
Rules are for the obedience of fools and the guidance of wise men. (Group
Capt. Douglas Bader, CBE, DSO, DFC; RAF)

Next time in Fistory - lang vei: Conclusion
VT-17
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VA-25

VFA-25

